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We are an Applied A.I. boutique firm that
combines strong business acumen with
technical mastery. We've been doing so for
some of world’s largest companies.

With specializations in natural language,
signal data and computer vision, we
support our customers from strategy and
engineering, all the way to the integration
into their business processes.

Come on. Challenge us. We’d love to
explore what we can do for you.

No more bullsh*t !

Artificial Intelligence is confusing. We know. Truth is, there is money to be made by selling hype. Contact 

us when you need a partner that delivers results instead.



Hi, we are Faktion

25	AI	experts	in	various	fields

http://www.faktion.com - @factionxyz



How to apply AI to [your business]?

Through decades of cumulative experience, Faction XYZ has developed a 

methodology on how and where to apply AI and Machine Learning techniques

1. How do you assess your AI maturity?

2. How do you build an AI strategy?

3. How do you execute AI consistently as a process, not just as a one off?



Step 1

Assess
What is going on?



First, we listen.

Artificial Intelligence 
Maturity Assessment

In depth interviews of key stakeholders, business experts, 

existing data analysts and IT. We expose problems, map 

how performance is measured and which data is 

available. 

We assess your current data strategy and give 

recommendations on how to improve from a technical, 

use case and GDPR perspective.

We translate the problems we find and see, and add  

known value drivers in your industry.



Business

Monetization Treating data as an asset or as a cost. Capitalizing data. Existing initiatives and missed potential

Awareness Decision automation vs manual. Appetite for data driven techniques and artificial intelligence. Awareness of possibilities.

Roadmap What does your feedback collection process look like? How is AI being integrated and in which parts of the 
organization?

Technology

Potential Data potential can be quantified by its monetary, organizational or competitive value. Uniqueness of the data source is 
an important factor.

Quality Existence of documentation, data standardization, master data management and available links.

Accessibility Centralization of data in data warehouses or data marts. Existing toolset and enterprise architecture. Restrictions on 
and availability of data dictionaries and centralized and standardized data repositories.

People

Maturity Current data literacy of employees, ranging from technical experts to C-level. Awareness of best practices and 
prioritization of the importance of data driven vs other decision making techniques.

Development Current training plan on keeping up with new trends and onboarding people and parts of the organization to become 
more data driven.

Organization Centralization vs distribution of competencies with a hub and spokes model. Mapping the organizational talent and 
existing channels for sharing experience, talent and best practices.

Legal

Privacy Mapping the sensitivity of data sources. Access restriction process, data sharing process, capturing audit logs,

Security Technical security standards like encryption, ability to save data, data retention and removal strategy.

Compliance Consent gathering, data protection officer. Weaknesses of compliance vs strengths of good implementation.



Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Initial Repeatable Defined Managed Optimizing

Business No corporate initiatives. 
Isolated.

Integration and cooperation in 
multiple business units.

Penetration of AI in all business 
units

Evidence based process metrics 
regarding AI usage

Continuous improvement and AI 
as a well known and common 
strategy

Technology Scattered and unmapped data 
sources and tools

Some centralized sources, tools 
or data lakes available

Centralized data warehouses 
with mapped data quality and 
potential. Corporate standard 
tools

Data Management and value 
potential is known and reported 
on consistently. Enterprise AI 
architecture defined

Active steps are taken to 
optimize monetization

People Training and people is ad hoc 
and individual

People development and regular 
courses

Data competency and 
development frameworks

Organizational structure, culture 
of innovation. Collaboration 
according to competencies

Data literacy is a cornerstone of 
talent management with 
mandatory and continuous 
development for all relevant 
employees

Legal Scattered or unclear 
responsibility

Awareness training. Defined and 
communicated responsibilities

Clear responsibility with 
centralized oversight, 
enforcement and training

Internal audits, mandatory 
reporting and penalization.

Legal compliance as an asset 
and unique selling point



trengthsS

Your unique data assets, 
compared to the customers. 

Where is your value that you 

don’t even realize you have?
What is your greatest 

strength?

eaknessesW

Where is your competition 
better than you. Where do 

you have to play catch-up? 

Are there red flags?

pportunitiesO

Where is the low hanging 
fruit? What is feasible and 

what has the highest value? 

What needs more vetting?

isksR

What is the greatest threat to 
success? What is the blocking 

factor right now? What can 

be a potential risk in 5 years?

irectionD

You get strategical and 
tactical advice on how to get 

more value out of your data 

and how to change your 
company culture. 

You receive a detailed 

roadmap of both tactical and 

long term recommendations.





Step 2

Build
How do I find a good use case?



Call center Sales

Finance IT Supply chain

HR Marketing

R&D

Use cases in every department …



Agriculture Finance Manufactu
ring

Communicati
ons

Services Security Public 
Sector

RetailHealthcare Travel

… and in every industry



https://github.com/JosPolfliet/awesome-datascience-ideas



Call center
Automation

Instead of annoying IVR’s, automate skill 

based routing based on intent matching

Script adherence

Are your agents keeping to their scripts 

or are they freewheeling? What’s the 

impact?

Script optimization

By analyzing target metrics find out 

which script to optimize

Next best action

Listen to the client calling and 

always offer the best action.

Call volume forecasting

Plan optimal capacity at every time.

Real time sentiment analysis 

Emotional profiling. 

Real time compliance risk

Listen to certain keywords that trigger 

compliance risks

Real time reply suggestions 

and optimization

Optimize the optimal script 

and offer real time 

suggestions.

Voice authentication

Quicker and safer authentication



Human Resources

Competency forecasting

Predict skill sets

Employee churn analytics

Predict who has higher likelihood to leave 

your company and the reasons why

Employee performance analytics

Who’s the best? Objectively

Network analysis on employee interactions

Who has impact? Who is the hidden fox? Who builds 

bridges?

Resume matching, preselection and tagging

Match skills from internal and external candidates to 

job positions

Workforce planning

Who is retiring? Who will leave



IT - Cybersecurity

Component quality analytics

Which laptops/hard drives/printers/…

break? Under which circumstances?

Cybercrime detection

Machine learning can help detect 

anomalous and suspicious networking and 

login activity

Server performance monitoring and 

alerting

Detect deployment issues, bugs, capacity 

issues, traffic spikes, …

Incident management tickets

Automated routing, automated response 

(chatbot like), topic clustering



Finance

Cost analytics

From activity based costing to reporting on 

budget streams and anomaly deteciton

Fraud detection

Machine learning can help detect fraudulent 

purchasing patterns, from customers and 

employees

Waste and abuse detection

Detect excessive or abnormal usage



Marketing
Churn 

Use data to better understand which 

customers have high probability of leaving, and 

which actions to undertake to keep them
Personalized advertising

& Recommendation engines

Leads to huge increase in conversion rates

Customer segmentation

Don’t treat all customers the same. Differentiate 

marketing, offers and strategy by segment

Predicted Life Time Value

Forecast customer purchasing patterns to 

prioritize customers and tailor offers

Marketing optimization

& Marketing personalization

Deliver the right message, at the right time.

Social Media Analytics, Voice-of-customer,

Complaints Analytics

What are your customers talking about?



Sales
Propensity modelling

Who is likely to buy what? What is the 

expected customer lifetime value of this 

customer?

Lead scoring

Which leads should I target first? Can I 

automate my lead triage system?

Revenue forecasting

Better planning of the workload and likely 

finish. Do scenario analysis: what happens if 

there is a economic downturn? Delivery 

issues?

Price elasticity & Optimal price setting

Maximize revenue or profit

Store location planning

Optimize geolocation of new stores by taking 

into account demographics, competitors, 

cannibalism, …



Supply Chain

Demand forecasting

Who is likely to order what, when?

Commodity purchase optimization

Anticipate on commodity prices fluctuations 

to minimize risk

Warehouse location optimization

Where to put new warehouses

Optimal routing

Warehouse and packaging routes are non-

trivial to optimize but can save a lot of 

money.



Banking

Credit scoring

Who will repay their loans? At which 

risk? It is money laundering for 

prejudice.

Debt collection

Who to hunt vs which debt is lost? 

Get better insight into the risk of you 

balance

Algorithmic trading

HFT, day trading, hedge funds are 

all based on data science 

techniques

Scenario analysis

Simulate market conditions and 

optimize your strategy



Insurance

Catastrophe modelling

How likely are catastrophes of each size?

Claims recovery prioritization

Who to hunt vs which debt is lost? Get 

better insight into the risk of you balance

Claims processing automation

Damage estimation automation 

Use photos of damaged goods to automatically 

classify damage levels

Fraud detection

Find anomalous claims, transactions, users, 

employees, …

Litigation prediction

Who is likely to sue? What is the likely outcome? 

Pay the claim vs take the risk?
Risk analytics

Telematics pricing

Usage and driving style based pricing



Manufacturing

Predictive asset maintenance

Use sensor data to predict when 

components are going to break and act 

accordingly

Quality control

Predict quality for each component part, not 

only for the ones that get manual inspection

Waste detection

Who to hunt vs which debt is lost? Get 

better insight into the risk of you balance

Process optimization

Statistical process control to optimize flow 

or quality

Stability monitoring

Is your process stable? Are there 

anomalies?





There is only one use case

Solving problems



There are only two use cases

Use case 1

Save costs

Use case 2

Sell or produce more



Call center Sales

Finance IT Supply chain

HR Marketing

R&D

Use cases in every department …



Agriculture Finance Manufactu
ring

Communicati
ons

Services Security Public 
Sector

RetailHealthcare Travel

… and in every industry



Classification, probability

Regression, prediction

Forecasting

Clustering, segmentation

Graph analysis

Optimization

Anomaly detection

ML Engineers transform problems into math

Numbers

Categories

Text

Images

Audio/voice

Input Model

Numbers

Categories

Text

Images

Audio/voice

Output

Deep Learning



How do you find a good use case?

Look for problems and 
map them to known solutions



Idea



Use case evaluation framework

Evaluate



34

Use case evaluation framework

Evaluate



Idea Evaluate



Step 3

Execute
How to we get to this promised land?



STEP 1

ANALYZE
Translate business 
requirements into 
technical requirements. 
Formulate evaluation 
metrics

STEP 2

GATHER
Collect the right data 
and add 3rd party data.  

STEP 3

CLEAN & PREPARE
Assess the data quality, 
clean it, structure it and 
prepare it for modelling

STEP 4

MODEL
Apply Machine 
Learning to train a 
model.

STEP 5

EVALUATE
Objectively assess the 
performance of your 
model. Translate 
technical performance 
into business value

STEP 6

ITERATE

Continue iterating until you 
have the desired accuracy or 
have debunked the use case

Don’t do POC’s but do MVP’s

Modelling to prove value



Idea Evaluate Prove



1 analysis
2 data integration
1 devops
3 modelling

ProcessSquadSprints

Agile software development ensures 
quality software

Build & Deploy



Idea Evaluate Prove Build & 
Deploy



Ongoing quality assurance and ROI 
calculations

Monitor

Big investments require good monitoring to make sure they live

up to their full potential. Using dashboards you can prove the

ROI you are getting from your solution.

Models also degrade over time because customers, processes

and external factors change. By monitoring performance you

can trigger retrains to make sure your model stays accurate.



Idea Evaluate Prove Build & 
Deploy

Monitor

Applying AI is a process



Proven applications

Some of our favorite use cases



Use	a	context-aware	natural	language	processing	(NLP)	to	build	enterprise	graded	

conversational	solutions.

Features:

• Design	conversational	flows	in	a	graphical	interface

• Train	the	NLP	engine	in	a	user	friendly	manner

• Handle	context-aware	conversations

• …

Conversational platform:
Chatlayer



Using AI in customer contact: a roadmap
Automation, Analytics and Optimization

Intention based routing
Approaches based on keyword matching don’t quite capture the 
full picture. This is where Natural Language Processing models 
come in. State-of-the-art NLP models can understand the actual 
intention of the user. They can handle misspellings, synonyms, 
negation, relationships between words, … 

Supervised automation of common dialogues
By the end of 2017, we expect to see automation of common 
questions for large enterprise customers who have a lot of repeat 
questions. This means few human agents will be involved 
anymore, except on demand of the customer or for evaluation 
purposes.

Unsupervised automation for common dialogues 
Supervised for rare dialogues
As the automated routing is a self-learning model, it is expected 
that algorithms will be handling the majority of main support and 
contact cases. Human interference will only happen for exception 
or edge cases. By now, superior technology will have made the 
experience seamless. 
.

Unsupervised automation of all non-unique cases 
Somewhere in 2025-2030, it is estimated that conversational 
artificial intelligence will be able to provide virtually all support 
cases. Human agents will be used to train the artificial intelligence 
new cases. Edge cases or exceptions will continue to be handled 
by agents as well.

20
17

20
18

20
22

20
25

-…

Established Now Far futureFuture



data fusion & predictive maintenance on cars
Enablement	of	new	business,	worth	US$	1.1	billion	(of	US$	31	billion)	over	next	5	years



Modelling coastline erosion from surfer sensor data
We	did	it	for	ecological	reasons.	Better	predictions,	mean	better	care	of	our	coastal	regions	and	humans.	

Oh,	and	surfing!	



Used at Hyperloop
Technology maturity

Digital project manager Samantha is used in Hyperloop 

Transportation Technologies and runs on our English NLU model. 

A global top 5 FCPG company uses our NLU models combined with 

voice-to-text as a digital lab assistant, 

Dutch, French, English and German

We have benchmarked our NLU models vs all public API’s using a 

benchmarking process called bootstrap sampling. Ours was found to 

be the most accurate. 

Best NLU models in the world



If you remember 
only 3 things, 
remember these

1. Find use cases by looking for problems.

2. Applying AI is a known process

3. We would love to work with you



No more bullsh*t !

Artificial Intelligence is confusing. We know. Truth is, there is money to be made by selling hype. Contact 

us when you need a partner that delivers results instead.

Questions?



No more bullsh*t !

Artificial Intelligence is confusing. We know. Truth is, there is money to be made by selling hype. Contact 

us when you need a partner that delivers results instead.

Thank you

jos@faction.xyz


